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The notion of pseudorandomness is crucial in computational applications. This notion is used in
the numerical analysis and also in pure mathematics. The most important ones are the cryptographycal applications, so I analyse certain families of sequences, presented by Mauduit and Sárközy,
from this point of view.
I study collision and avalanche effect in families of finite pseudorandom binary and k-ary sequences. Both mentioned pseudorandom properties have practical importance.
Mauduit and Sárközy proved that the measures of pseudorandomness are small for some very
important binary families, so I analyse these ”good” constructions, whether they possess other
strong pseudorandom properties as well. It turned out that some of them behave properly.
I extended the study of the pseudorandom properties mentioned above (collision and avalanche
effect) to k-ary sequences, and found that the large family constructed is also collision free and it
possesses the strict avalanche property.
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